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Discounters Go Digital: How Can Aldi and Lidl
Tackle Grocery E-Commerce?

Hard discounters Aldi and Lidl are moving into e-commerce in both the
grocery and nongrocery categories. This year, Aldi announced it will move
into the Chinese market purely through e-commerce, while Lidl Germany is
planning to trial a grocery click-and-collect service in Berlin.
These are our key takeaways on balancing no-frills discount with the added
costs of e-commerce:
1) If discounters are willing to invest to build scale in grocery ecommerce, using “dark stores” dedicated to picking online orders
seems to be a better option than picking from regular stores, due to
the small size of the discounters’ stores.
2) New delivery options are lowering the costs of home delivery: using
“Uberized” third-party couriers would be a more cost-effective, lowinvestment and scalable model than using temperature controlled,
company-owned delivery trucks. This model is already being used by
AmazonFresh in the UK.
3) We believe one significant challenge will be the deleveraging effect of
smaller average basket sizes online: the highly limited choice offered
by Aldi and Lidl will almost certainly yield lower online order values
than at nondiscount rivals. This would make the economics of online
retail even more detrimental for discounters than they are for their
nondiscount peers.
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We are now seeing a flurry of
activity from discounters,
notably Lidl, as they trial various
e-commerce models across
grocery and nongrocery
categories.

Introduction
E-Commerce and hard discount are fast-growing channels in a number of
markets. These include the UK, where the rapid growth of Aldi and Lidl has
hit the incumbent grocery retailers hard, and the US, where the nascent
online grocery market is set for rapid growth and where Lidl is set to join
Aldi by 2018.
The everyday-low-cost, no-frills model of hard discount means these two
channels have, in the past, rarely intersected. However, we are now seeing
a flurry of activity from discounters, notably Lidl, as they trial various ecommerce models across grocery and nongrocery categories.

Source: Shutterstock

In this report, we wrap up the recent permutations of discount ecommerce, consider what consumers want from these channels, and look at
the barriers and opportunities for discount operators in e-commerce. We
focus on grocery e-commerce, but include coverage of ventures into online
retailing of nongrocery categories.
Readers may also be interested in the following reports:
• Our Online Grocery series which provides analysis by country.
Reports on the UK, the US, France and Germany can be found on
FungGlobalRetailTech.com.
• Our report European Grocery Discounters: Small Stores, Big Threats?
at bit.ly/FungGroceryDiscounters
Uniting Two Growth Channels
In markets, such as the UK, the US and Australia, hard discounters are a
relatively new concept that has grown rapidly in recent years. Discounters
and e-commerce are forecast to be the fastest-growing grocery channels in
the coming years in both the UK and the US. So, any move to online
retailing by discounters stands to gain from doubly-beneficial tailwinds.
Meanwhile, in more mature discount markets—notably Germany—retailers
such as Aldi and Lidl face a low-growth future. There, e-commerce may
prove to be one strand of their modernizing concept, to boost the top line—
or, equally as likely, it could stem loss of share as more nondiscount grocery
retailers push into e-commerce.
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Figure 1. Forecast Compound Annual Growth Rates for Selected Grocery Segments,
2015-20E (%)
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Discounters Push into E-Commerce
Below, we wrap up the key moves from Aldi and Lidl into e-commerce. Until
this year, their online offerings had steered clear of fresh foods, and
focused on their nonfood special deals in categories such as apparel,
furniture, electronics and home improvements, or wine, which is a highervalue, nonperishable category.
Figure 2. Aldi and Lidl E-Commerce Timeline
2009

Lidl Germany launches nonfood e-commerce site

2014

Lidl Germany launches ambient grocery e-commerce site

2015

Lidl Germany buys Kochzauber, a recipe-box startup

Jan 21, 2016

Aldi UK launches wine and nonfood e-commerce site

Mar 23, 2016

Lidl Belgium launches wine and nonfood e-commerce site

Jun 20, 2016

Lidl Netherlands launches wine and nonfood e-commerce site

Oct 21, 2016

Manager Magazin estimates Lidl Germany’s online sales to be €150 million.

Oct 24, 2016

Lidl Germany reportedly planning to trial click-and-collect for fresh and frozen foods in Berlin later in 2016

Oct 31, 2016

Lidl Spain reportedly preparing to start selling online; unclear if this will include grocery products

Nov 04, 2016

Lidl Germany launches online-streaming service for movies, TV series and music

Nov 04, 2016

Aldi announces plans to open an online shop in China offering grocery products

Source: Company reports

Two recent announcements have been the most striking: 1) Aldi’s move into
the Chinese market purely through e-commerce; and 2) Lidl Germany’s
plans to trial a grocery click-and-collect service in Berlin.
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1) Aldi announces move into Chinese market purely through e-commerce
This will be the first time a grocery discounter has launched e-commerce in
a country in which it does not have stores.
So far, we know that Aldi’s China offering will include grocery products
(unlike in some other markets), it will offer home delivery and it will rely
heavily on its Australian supply chain. In early November, an Aldi
spokesperson told Australia’s Sydney Morning Herald:
Aldi has been active in the China market for several years
undertaking detailed feasibility studies regarding potential market
entry options. This work has resulted in the decision to commence
retail operations in the China market, initially with an e-commerce
retail offering.
In the second quarter of 2017, Aldi will commence selling a
carefully selected range of everyday grocery items to Chinese
consumers via an online retailing platform with products delivered
to consumers’ homes.
The majority of these products will be sourced from Aldi’s existing
Australian suppliers, offering many of Aldi’s supply partners a new
distribution channel and access to the world’s biggest market.
2) Lidl Germany set to trial a click-and-collect service in Berlin
Lidl Germany announced it plans to trial a click-and-collect service
encompassing fresh foods in Berlin before the end of 2016.
This will be the first move into fresh foods online from either Lidl or Aldi,
and it will be the first grocery click-and-collect offering from the
discounters. As we discuss in more detail later, we believe a rollout of instore collection will pose challenges for these small-store retailers.
While click-and-collect may
initially appear to be a better fit
with the low-cost model, we
question whether it is scalable
across the discounters’ store
estates.

While click-and-collect may initially appear to be a better fit with the lowcost model, we question whether it is scalable across the discounters’ store
estates.
Lidl’s sister chain Kaufland started delivery service in October
It is worth noting here the online moves from Kaufland, Lidl’s sister chain of
discount hypermarkets. Kaufland started its delivery service in October
2016, initially only in the Berlin area.
Kaufland orders are fulfilled from a “dark store”—a store used simply for
picking online orders—according to news website Stimme.de. Given the
small store size of Aldi and Lidl, we see the dark-store picking model as
more suitable than in-store picking for these discounters—if they are willing
to invest to build scale.
• We discuss the moves into e-commerce by grocery retailers in
Germany in our report, Online Grocery Series: Germany—Playing
Catchup, available on FungGlobalRetailTech.com.
Hard Discounters Have Compromised Already
Aldi, and Lidl in particular, have already moved well beyond their no-frills
hard-discount roots. They have introduced more SKUs and more big-name
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brands, moved to larger store formats, brought in more fresh foods and
launched premium own-brand ranges.
The added cost and complexity
of e-commerce appear to be at
odds with the everyday-low-cost
model of discounters.

E-Commerce is a further step along this path of softening the proposition.
And, like some of the changes before it, the added cost and complexity
appear to be at odds with the everyday-low-cost model of discounters.
Below, we summarize key opportunities and challenges associated with ecommerce for discounters.
Figure 3. Opportunities and Challenges for Discounter E-Commerce

E-com opportunimes in general merchandise
Stem loss of share to nondiscount grocers online

Small stores make in-store picking more diﬃcult
Small stores pose challenges for in-store collecmon
Limited choice means smaller online basket sizes
Costs of picking and delivering orders threatens
low-cost model
Source: Fung Global Retail & Technology

Picking and delivery costs
A significant potential barrier for grocery e-commerce is the added cost that
picking an order brings to the retailer, even if the customer collects the
order rather than have it home delivered. Later in this report, we discuss
ways in which discounters can drive down the cost of delivering online
grocery orders.
In the UK, it costs an average £15 to pick and deliver an online grocery
order, according to Bernstein research; around £9 of this is reported to be
the cost of delivering the order to the customer. Yet, British online grocery
retailers typically charge customers between £0 and £7 for grocery
deliveries. Discounters base their business model on stripping out
unnecessary costs, so the inference is that no-frills discounters must be
willing to charge their customers picking and delivery fees that reflect their
costs, or find ways of delivering an online service at a lower cost.
Smaller stores
We think the logistical challenges unique to discounters should be
recognized, too: it is hard to see how in-store grocery picking or collection
points could fit easily in the traditionally small stores of Aldi and Lidl. Lidl
has been pushing into larger stores, but even its newer stores average
around 1,200 square meters; the average store at Lidl and Aldi remains
below 1,000 square meters, according to Euromonitor International.
This paucity of space means click-and-collect is no low-cost panacea for the
discounters.
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We suspect the economics of
online grocery would be even
worse for discount grocers than
for their nondiscount rivals, as
the much more limited choice
would almost certainly yield
smaller online average basket
sizes.

Smaller baskets
We suspect the economics of online grocery would be even worse for
discount grocers than for their nondiscount rivals, due to smaller basket
sizes resulting in a deleveraging effect. The much more limited choice would
almost certainly yield smaller online average order values than those at
retailers offering many thousands of branded and private-label stockkeeping units (SKUs).
In the UK, for instance, Aldi offers only 1,500 SKUs, 94% of which are
private-label products. We estimate Lidl UK offers around 1,700 products.
These compare to up to 50,000 SKUs in larger superstores operated by
nondiscount rivals, and 48,000 at UK grocery pure-play Ocado. As anyone
who shops at discounters will know, the result of visiting Aldi or Lidl is often
a secondary top-up shop elsewhere to buy the products and brands that are
not sold at discounters.
We see the limited potential to build big baskets as a near-insurmountable
hurdle that could prove detrimental to the margins of discounters, even if
these retailers solve the challenges around picking and delivery.
As we show below, Ocado yields an average basket size of £110 from 48,000
SKUs. We infer from this that discounters such as Lidl would struggle to
garner substantial basket sizes online.
Figure 4. Number of SKUs and Average Online Basket Size, 2016
Company

SKUs

Average Basket Size (GBP)

Ocado

48,000

110

Lidl UK

1,700

N/A

Source: Company reports/Fung Global Retail & Technology

New Delivery Models to Overcome Hurdles
In markets where online grocery retailers provide home-delivery services,
this has traditionally been fulfilled through fleets of temperature-controlled
trucks, owned and operated by the retailers themselves; this is the model
used by AmazonFresh in the US or Tesco in the UK, for example.
It seems hard to balance this kind of investment and operating cost with the
discount model. However, we see alternative fulfillment options arising.
• We envision the UberEATS and Deliveroo “gig economy” business
models as transferring to the online grocery world: in other words,
low-cost, third-party couriers could take the place of expensive,
company-owned trucks.
• In the UK, AmazonFresh launched in 2016 with this courier model:
shoppers buying from AmazonFresh find their groceries delivered by
third-party couriers using cool-bags and cars.
• In the US, several retailers moving into delivery offerings are
contracting out this option to third-party service Instacart; this
includes Whole Foods Market, Target and Publix.
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We envision “Uberized” courier
services as a flexible, lowinvestment and scalable option
for discounters who may want
to take small steps into online
grocery at lower cost.

More than one-third of UK
consumers would consider
buying ambient food and drink
categories online from the
discounters.

We envision “Uberized” courier services as a flexible, low-investment and
scalable option for discounters who may want to take small steps into
online grocery at lower cost.
What Do Shoppers Want?
Finally, would shoppers buy groceries from discounters online? In this
section, we draw on survey data for the UK, a substantial market for Aldi
and Lidl, and one in which these retailers have shown a willingness to flex
their proposition to gain share, and a market that has a relatively mature
online grocery segment. These surveys show substantial willingness to buy
from discounters online.
According to a 2015 IGD survey, more than one-third of UK consumers
would consider buying ambient food and drink categories online from the
discounters. The tail-off with fresh and chilled food is relatively minor: three
in ten would still buy these categories online.
The same survey found fully 78% of UK shoppers who already shop at
discounters and shop online (via other sites) would be willing to shop online
with Aldi or Lidl.
Figure 5. UK: Food Categories That Consumers Would Buy from if Aldi or Lidl
Offered Online Services, 2015
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Around one-quarter of existing
Aldi or Lidl shoppers would be
very likely to buy groceries from
these retailers online, if they
had the chance.

In a 2015 survey by Impact Research, around one-quarter of existing Aldi or
Lidl shoppers would be very likely to buy groceries from these retailers
online, if they had the chance. Among non-customers, around one in ten
would buy from the discounters online. Aldi tends to come out slightly
ahead of Lidl in all metrics.
A significant barrier is simply the willingness to buy online, regardless of
retailer: once we drill down to those consumers who already buy groceries
online, the proportions become much higher.
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Figure 6. UK: Proportion of Consumers that Would be “Very Likely” to Use Online
Grocery Services from Aldi or Lidl, April/May 2015
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Key Takeaways
• The tentative moves into e-commerce by Aldi and Lidl continue their
moves to soften their propositions. But, as with previous shifts, ecommerce comes with the probability of adding cost to their no-frills
business model.
• Click-and-collect may initially look like a lower-cost way of moving
into grocery e-commerce. However, we see real challenges for instore picking and collection, given Aldi and Lidl operate typically
small stores.
• If discounters are willing to invest to build scale in grocery ecommerce, using “dark stores” dedicated to picking online orders
looks like a better option than in-store picking.
We do not see home delivery as an
insurmountable cost hurdle: we
see “Uberized” forms of delivery
via third-party couriers as a more
cost-effective, low-investment and
scalable form of delivery.

• We do not see home delivery as an insurmountable cost hurdle: we
see delivery via “Uberized” third-party couriers as a more costeffective, low-investment and scalable model than using
temperature controlled, company-owned delivery trucks. This model
is already being used by AmazonFresh in the UK.
• We think one remaining challenge will be the smaller average basket
sizes online: the highly limited choice offered by Aldi and Lidl will
almost certainly yield lower online order values than at nondiscount
rivals. This would make the economics of online retail even more
detrimental for discounters than they are for their nondiscount
peers.
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